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Fund Update as at 30 April 2020

CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Hedged Class (APIR: CHN4711AU)

Fund Benefits

Active Management
JCB is a specialist fixed income manager with significant global 

investment management experience and expertise.

Access
The Fund provides access to investment knowledge, markets, 

opportunities and risk management systems that individual 

investors may not be able to obtain on their own.

Diversification and Income
When bonds are held as part of a broader portfolio of different 

asset classes, diversification may assist in managing market 

volatility. Bond securities in general are considered a defensive 

asset class.The income generated by bond securities is 

consistent and regular (usually semi-annual).

Fund Facts

 Investment Manager Channel Investment Management Ltd

JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd or JCB 
(Portfolio Manager: Charles Jamieson)

 Underlying Fund

 Investment Manager

 Structure /

 Underlying Fund

The Fund invests into the CC JCB 

Active International Bond SP (in USD)

 Inception Date^ 25 February 2019

 Benchmark Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI Value 

Hedged AUD

 Management Fee # 0.15% p.a.

 Administration Fee 0.10% p.a.#

 Indirect Costs # 0.34% p.a.

 Buy / Sell Spread 0.05% / 0.05%

 Distributions Semi-annual

AUD $110 million Fund Size+

Fund Performance

Benchmark**Returns (After fees) ExcessFund*

1 Month 0.70% -0.12%0.58%

3 Months 2.57% -0.15%2.42%

FYTD 5.72% -0.21%5.51%

1 Year 8.57% -0.05%8.52%

2 Years p.a. - --

Inception p.a. 8.25% 0.41%8.67%

Fund Overview

BenchmarkFundCharacteristics

9.15 8.88Modified Duration (yrs)***

0.60 0.59YTM + Hedging Effect^^

AA AAWeighted Ave. Credit Rating***

^^ Data refers to CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Hedged Class (APIR: 

CHN4711AU) and Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI Value Hedged 

AUD.  

Source: JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd.

See Definition of Terms.
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Asset Allocation by Currency (Duration Contribution)***
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Platform Availabilty

Asgard Ausmaq Aust Money Market

BT Panorama BT Wrap HUB24 Super & IDPS

Mason Stevens Netwealth IDPS Powerwrap

Praemium uXchange Xplore Wealth

Further Information

Phone: 1800 940 599

Email: distribution@channelcapital.com.au

Web: www.channelcapital.com.au

# All figures disclosed include the net effect of GST and RITC. ^ Inception Date for performance calculation purposes. + Fund size refers to the 

CC JCB Global Bond Fund ARSN 631 235 553. * Performance is for the CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Hedged Class (APIR: CHN4711AU), also 

referred to as Class A units, and is based on month end unit prices before tax in Australian Dollars. Net performance is calculated after 

management fees and operating costs, excluding taxation. This is historical performance data. It should be noted the value of an investment 

can rise and fall and past performance is not indicative of future performance. ** Benchmark refers to the Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI 

Value Hedged AUD. *** Data refers to Underlying Fund, CC JCB Active International Bond Segregated Portfolio (in USD); and where 

applicable, Underlying Benchmark, Bloomberg Barclays Global G7 TRI Value Hedged USD. ~ Cash & Other includes cash at bank, outstanding 

settlements and futures margin accounts.
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Fund Update as at 30 April 2020

CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Hedged Class (APIR: CHN4711AU)

Market Review & Outlook

Markets express their five stages of grief 

The 5 stages of grief are listed as denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. As we look back at the 

lead up to the explosive markets of the COVID-19 crisis, the stages of grief for assets markets is somewhat a 

relevant framework against which to explain the violence of modern markets as we grieve the loss of the 

pre-pandemic environment. Almost certainly plenty of things have changed forever as a result of COVID-19. 

The vast majority of the world was in material denial that COVID-19 would morph into a global pandemic that would 

collapse our modern economies and high-speed way of life. In March, financial markets displayed their anger in full , 
which moved us into the bargaining phase where Central Bankers and Government fiscal programs responded in 

size. Full marks to the co-ordinated efforts of our global Central BOVIDankers and politicians who have all dug deep 

into their accommodative war chests with eye-watering ‘stimulus’ (JCB thinks it’s rather more ‘disaster relief’). 

Estimations for balance sheet expansion commitments are two and a half times bigger than the prior peak balance 

sheet expansion periods in late 2009 and 2016. Sprinkle on top the unprecedented global fiscal measures and this 

has provided the impetus for the recent risk rally from the 35% decline in equities seen in March. JCB believes this 

recent rally shows all the signs of historical bear market risk bounces – most recently seen through the GFC where 

markets had episodic rallies in the secular downtrend. 

The depression phase looms ahead as the euphoric stimulus /disaster relief rally is replaced by a slate of bad news 

on earnings and the realisation that as we go back to work, social distancing and little travel (domestic and 

international) will remain our new normal. Corporates will continue to fail and the stark reality of our economic 

shocks and cash flow blockages becomes more publicly realised. The major risk charts would support this. 

Credit system chains only as strong as their weakest link

April’s gains were certainly based on liquidity provision by Central Banks, however, this does little to rectify the 

insolvency issues that continue to build as lockdowns and only partial openings exist.  Corporate solvency follows 

unemployment very closely, and with unemployment expected to explode higher in coming months, it logically 

follows that many firms from pre COVID-19 will cease to exist, leaving behind a slate of unpaid debts, with all 

associated employment destroyed. Credit systems form long chains that are only as strong as their weakest links , 
and we fully expect material breakages in the chains of corporate and small to medium sized enterprise credit. 

Additional hurdles for risk markets likely exist in a rise of anti -China sentiment around the source of the virus from 

an increasingly bipartisan USA looking to pin the blame for the human and economic devastation that has occurred . 
Clearly this adds a geopolitical dimension to markets in the run up to November’s US presidential elections .
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Fund Update as at 30 April 2020

CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Hedged Class (APIR: CHN4711AU)

European Central Bank solvency support 

JCB is  cautious around Eurozone politics given the weakened state of all European economies. Italy remains a 

major problem. During COVID-19 neighbouring states refused to offer material help as they were busy fighting their 

own COVID-19 problems. Italy turned to China for help in a break from European solidarity. The recent ruling by the 

German Constitutional Court poured a bucket of cold water on the European Central Bank’s (ECB) sovereign bond 

purchases. By declaring the ECB's Public Sector Purchase Program (PSPP) in violation of the proportionality 

principle, it directly contradicted the EU Court of Justice. This makes the ECB's ability to cover for wavering 

politicians look increasingly limited. Whether that raises the probability of mutualised debt or conditional issuance 

programmes if vulnerable countries come under pressure, remains to be seen. However a clear flashpoint is 

building between the austere northern block of Germany, Netherlands, Finland, Austria and the periphery. The 

German Central Bank (Bundesbank) and German government have three months to convince the ECB to make a 

proportionality assessment before the Bundesbank would need to stop its participation in the PSPP program. It is 

unclear if the ECB needs to do this, as it could claim that it is independent and only answers to the EU Court of 

Justice, while asking other central banks to cover the Bundesbank 's purchases would likely only worsen this 

potential constitutional crisis.

Looking forward, we do expect the solvency of the situation to decay very quickly. Clearly the longer we stay in 

lockdown, the more exponential damage that is done to economies and small to mid -sized enterprises. It is not a 

linear function, you can have a stoppage for a week or two which we do in holiday periods, but now that we are 

getting into four, six, eight week type stoppages, the amount of capital that is in reserve is being drained very 

quickly, and there simply won’t be capital to go out and re-build a forward order book or indeed order what is 

required in terms of inventory. This means a lot of firms will probably simply not be able to get going again. 

Ultimately, from an economic point of view, let’s hope we can get out there and try to balance the needs of the 

health of our societies and the need for our economies to continue to generate economic activity and sustain us all 

going forward.

Fund Review

For the month ending April, the CC JCB Global Bond Fund – Hedged Class (the Fund) returned 0.58% (after fees), 

underperforming the Barclays Global G7 Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD.

Extreme moves in bond market abated. The Underlying Fund remained cautious in market volatility and has been 

gradually upsizing the active risk, with the aim to revert to normal levels of risk position in May. Two positions 

attributed positively to the performance: duration management in the U .S. and in Italy. The Underlying Fund initially 

underweight duration in the U.S., before turning overweight duration by mid-April. In Italy, the Underlying Fund kept 

underweight duration throughout and took partial profit by late April. Italy contributed more to the performance, as 

10-year yield sold off 75bps intra-month, while the U.S. Treasury traded in a tight 20bps range.

USD liquidity shortage dissipated in April by the grace of The Federal Reserve’s various policies. Throughout April , 

both EUR and JPY basis turned positive. This meant less attractive hedged yields in non -USD assets. The 

Underlying Fund increased country allocation to the U.S. and trimmed allocation to Japan and Europe.
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CC JCB Global Bond Fund - Hedged Class (APIR: CHN4711AU)

Definition of Terms:

Modified Duration - is a systematic risk or volatility measure for bonds. It measures the bond portfolio’s sensitivity to 

changes in interest rates.

Yield to Maturity + Hedging Effect - is the total return anticipated on the portfolio if the bond holdings were held until their 

maturity, including the cost or benefit associated with the currency hedge.

Weighted Average Credit Rating - is a measure of credit risk. It refers to the weighted average of all the bond credit ratings 

in a bond portfolio.

Duration Contribution - refers to the portion of the overall duration attributable to the segment (i.e. credit rating or sector). 

Contribution to duration is calculated by multiplying an instruments duration by the percentage weight of the instrument in 

the portfolio. This calculation includes the contribution to duration by holding futures contracts.

The information contained in this report is provided by the Investment Manager, JamiesonCooteBonds Pty Ltd ACN 165 890 282 AFSL 459018 

('JCB'). Channel Investment Management Limited ACN 163 234 240 AFSL 439007 (‘CIML’) is the Responsible Entity and issuer of units in the 

CC JCB Global Bond Fund ARSN 631 235 553 (‘the Fund’). The Fund invests into the CC JCB Active International Bond Segregated Portfolio 

('Underlying Fund'). Neither CIML or JCB, their officers, or employees make any representations or warranties, express or implied as to the 

accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this report and nothing contained in this report is or shall be relied upon as 

a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance. This 

information is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete. Information in this report, should not be considered advice or a 

recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation to holding, purchasing or selling units in the Fund and does not take into account 

your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information you should consider the appropriateness of 

the information having regard to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should seek independent financial advice. 

Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking statements. Neither CIML nor JCB have any obligation to publicly release 

the result of any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this report. For further 

information and before investing, please read the Product Disclosure Statement available on request.
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